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Photo courtesy U.S. Navy / Greg Vojtko - www.NAVY.mil: Dr. H. Keith Moo-Young, and Capt. Jay Kadowaki, commanding
officer of Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC), Corona Division, shake hands after signing an Education Partnership
Agreement. The agreement provides students an opportunity to develop interest and expertise in real-world technical
applications required by the U.S. Navy and aid NSWC Corona in executing its mission through accessing state-of-the-art
technology to solve technical problems and recruit the next generation of scientists and engineers.
By: Troy Clarke, Naval Surface Warfare Center Corona Public Affairs
www.NAVY.mil

Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) Corona’s commanding officer announced
June 10 the establishment of the Navy’s first education partnership agreement
with the College of Engineering, Computer Science and Technology at California
State University, Los Angeles (Cal State L.A.).
NSWC Corona, a field activity of Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA),
sponsored two senior design projects at the Southern California University, one of
nation’s top-rated academic institutions for diversity.
“We are proud to forge this new partnership to attract the best and brightest
science and engineering talent for the Navy,” said NSWC Corona Commanding
Officer Capt. Jay Kadowaki. “This historic agreement allows us to tap into the next
generation of engineering talent to support the Maritime Strategy - now and into
the future.”
As the closest NAVSEA field activity to Cal State L.A., NSWC Corona joined the
engineering college’s Strategic Alliance Initiative earlier this year and is leading
the science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) outreach effort locally for
NAVSEA.
...continued on page 2
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NSWC Corona is one of NAVSEA’s
most diverse warfare centers,
and its sustained outreach strategy to attract diverse talent has
paved the way for NAVSEA to build
connections with educators, business leaders, government officials
and affinity groups geared toward
STEM fields. NAVSEA’s commitment to diversity is embedded in
each phase of the command’s
Talent Management Strategy.
“NSWC Corona is at the heart
of Southern California’s dynamic
talent pool,” said NSWC Corona’s
Technical Director and Senior
Executive Dr. Bill Luebke. “Located
less than 50 miles from Los Angeles, we have close access to more
than a dozen world-class colleges
and universities that produce highcaliber STEM graduates.”

undergraduates presented the
results of their projects. One project involved re-engineering the
Trouble and Failure Reports (TFR)
Management Query System to re-

“

During the day-long senior design
expo on campus, Cal State L.A.’s

As the former director of marine
engineering for NAVSEA, the Navy’s largest systems command,
Luebke sees a bright
future ahead with the
new partnership and is
energized by fresh opportunities it provides.

This historic agreement
allows us to tap into the
next generation of
engineering talent... and
now into the future.

main compliant with ongoing information assurance advances and to
make the system easier to use. The
Navy uses the TFR system to track
a variety of maintenance issues.
The other project involved PCI eXtensions for Instrumentation (PXI)
calibration, which the Navy uses

Photo courtesy: CSULA ECST. Capt. Kadowaki, Dr. Moo-Young, and Dr. Luebke with CSULA ECST students

Luebke said proximity has already
paid dividends for his 1,000-strong
naval science and engineering
command.

lenges, winning the number one
spot in the national Sunrayce solar
car challenge more than a decade
ago.

during maintenance processes.

In addition to being a top-ranking
producer of diverse STEM undergraduates, Cal State L.A. and its
students have distinguished themselves in solar engineering chal-
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”

“Based on the results of
these projects and Cal State L.A.’s
track record in solar technology, the
sky’s the limit with what we can accomplish together for the Navy and
our nation - whether it’s improving
corrosion resistance for our Fleet or
creating the next best energy-saving technology. We’re excited about
the chance to increase readiness
and capabilities while reducing total
ownership costs for the Navy.”

NSWC Corona serves as the Navy’s independent assessment agent
and is responsible for gauging the
warfighting capability of weapons
and integrated combat systems,
through assessment of systems’
performance, readiness, quality,
supportability, and the adequacy of
training. The base is home to three
premiere national laboratories and
assessment centers: the Joint Warfare Assessment Lab; the Measurement Science and Technology Lab;
and the new $12 million Daugherty
Memorial Assessment Center, dedicated to fallen Sailor Petty Officer
1st Class Steven P. Daugherty.
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VESTED Summer Academy Grows and Proves to
be Invaluable to Students in STEM Fields

Photo courtesy Christine Chow: 2010 Cal State L.A. VESTED Summery Academy students
By: CSULA ECST

The Valdry Engineering, Science,
Technology,
and
Enrichment
Development (VESTED) Summer
Academy began at Cal State L.A.
in Summer 2009 with a generous
gift from Dr. Warren Valdry, creator
of the Young Black Scholars
Organization,
and
President
Emeritus of the 100 Black Men
of Los Angeles. The VESTED
Academy is a summer initiative
for high school students in the
greater Los Angeles area. The

program utilizes proven academic
development activities of the
state-wide MESA (Mathematics,
Engineering, Science Achievement)
program to enhance and further
develop academic, personal and
interpersonal skills for students
seeking careers in Engineering,
Science and Technology. The
VESTED academy gives students
an early entrance opportunity to
college by enrollment in select
courses offered by the Cal State
L.A. College of ECST to earn

Photo courtesy Christine Chow: 2010 Cal State L.A. VESTED Summery Academy Students Projects
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college credits while still only in
high school.
Current courses offered and
specifically
designed
for
VESTED Academy students are:
Engineering 154 (Mathematics
and Robotics Integration) and
Mechanical
Engineering
101
(Introduction to Energy Concepts).
Additional
program
activities
include workshops on college
admissions, procedure on how to
apply for financial aid, as well as

...continued on page 4
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participating in off campus field
trips. Representatives from Cal
State LA’s University Admissions
and Outreach along with the Center
for Student Financial Aid met
with VESTED students to provide
them the in depth knowledge
and guidance necessary to gain
university admission.
Last summer off campus field
trips arranged in collaboration
with the U.S. Army Corp. of
Engineers gave students access
to a tour of the Sepulveda Dam,
Japanese Gardens, and U.S.
Wildlife and Reserve. This summer
students had the opportunity to
visit Walt Disney Imagineering
hosted by Disney’s Research and
Development located locally in
Glendale, California.

The success and popularity of this
invaluable program has grown
beyond expectation since last year.
This year, the college enrolled 70
students in the VESTED academy.
Due to the current budget crisis, the
program was only able to accept
70 of the 187 applicants.
The Cal State LA VESTED
Academy’s main objective is to
engage, increase, and ensure
the number of underrepresented
minority students in the fields of
Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Math (STEM).
For more information on the VESTED
Academy, please contact: Connie Ponce
Engineering Academy Director by
email: cponce@calstatela.edu or dial
323-343-4512.

Photo courtesy Christine Chow: 2010 Cal State L.A. VESTED Summery Academy student presentations.
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ECST Fast Facts
• U.S News & World Report
ranks the College of Engineering, Computer Science,
and Technology among the
10 Best public Undergraduate (non-Ph.D.) Engineering
programs west of the Mississippi. The only public
undergraduate (master’sawarding) university in the
greater Los Angeles area
making the top of the list.
• Cal State L.A. ranks the
top 15 among U.S. master’s
colleges and universities in
the number of baccalaureate
graduates who went on to receive Science and Engineering Doctorates (National Science Foundation statistics).
•The first university west of
the Mississippi to fly a hydrogen fuel cell-powered aircraft.
Long-term goal is to develop
an unmanned aircraft that
can survey environments
without polluting them.
...continued on page 5
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Continue ...
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Fueling Up for ‘Greener’ Living

• One of only 10 two-and fouryear colleges and universities
in the nation recently selected for the HP Technology for
Teaching Leadership Grant.
• Bachelor of Science in
Graphic
Communications
- The only one offered in
Southern California.
• Will become one of the first
dual dispensing hydrogen
fueling stations in the nation
to allow both 350-bar and
700-bar fueling.
Over 60 internships and
hiring partners: Boeing,
Caltrans, City of Los Angeles,
Disney, Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), General
Electric, Honda, Honeywell,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL), Los Angeles County
Department of Public Works,
Northrop Grumman, Raytheon, to name only a few...

Rendering of the University’s Hydrogen Fueling Station courtesy CSULA College of ECST
Article excerpt curtosy: Cal State L.A. Today, Staff Writer

When complete the station will produce and dispense hydrogen fuel,
making it one of the first such stations with an entirely sustainable
product in the area. The fuel will be
made with energy from wind and
The station, which will cost $4.5 solar power.
million, is the first piece of infrastructure in the development of a Cal State L.A.’s station will be the
sustainable energy engineering closest station to downtown Los
academic program. It will operate Angeles, and a cornerstone of Calas both a teaching and research re- ifornia’s Hydrogen Highway.
source for the campus, allowing for
the study of sustainably produced For information please contact
hydrogen and its commercial vi- Dr. David Blekhman, Associate
ability. The facility will also serve Professor - CSULA College of
as a public station, open to those ECST / Department of Technology;
driving hydrogen fuel cell vehicles Power, Energy and Transportation
and buses in the Los Angeles area. Program: (323) 343-4569
blekhman@calstatela.edu
Cal State L.A. is poised to break
new ground in the drive toward
building a sustainable energy future with the work on its Hydrogen
Fueling Station.

CSULA or BUST
Photo courtesy CSULA ECST
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How WESTEC Was Won

Photo courtesy CSULA ECST and ‘Spotlight’: Project Kronos team members (l-r) John Morris, Thomas
Cisneros, Steven Jimenez, Paul Katsumura, Ian van den Bosch, Felipe Ortiz, Mark Hirami, Michael Frausto
and Roman Kuchma.
By: CSULA - ‘SPOTLIGHT’

It’s about time.
Ten engineering and technology
students from Cal State L.A. – with
a grandfather clock they made
of brass, aluminum and steel –
teamed up to take the grand prize
at the Society of Manufacturing
Engineers (SME) WESTEC Manufacturing Challenge March 23 in
Los Angeles.
A rhythm-setting pendulum drives
the precise articulation of the
clock’s intricate components.
According to team captain Ian van
den Bosch, “The Challenge was
for each school to produce a cre-

Photo courtesy ECST & CSULA ‘Spotlight’

ative product that could be manufactured, and to also document the
process clearly. We have worked
extremely hard and have sacrificed necessities like sleeping in
order to win this competition.”
Held in conjunction with SME’s
WESTEC 2010 exposition, the
competition
included
teams
representing seven colleges and
universities.
The Grand Champion award was a
first for Cal State L.A. Three members of the 2010 team – Thomas
Cisneros, Mike Frausto and Mark
Hirami – were also on the 2008
team that garnered a first-place
award with boundary-layer turbines; and the 2004 team received
a first-place award for its recumbent tricycle.
According to Frausto, “This was
truly a department and team effort.
Students from past and present really helped the team get over the
hump – be it with advice, constructive criticism, a keen eye, or an extra pair of hands on a lathe.”

College of Engineering, Computer Science & Technology

Photo courtesy CSULA ECST & ‘Spotlight’

...continued on page 7
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He called the College of Engineering, Computer Science and Technology (ECST) a place “where everyone knows everyone.”
“We are a truly a close-knit group.
We cheer for other
school projects’ success,” he said. “I’m
proud to be associated with CSULA and
especially with the 2010
WESTEC team.”

edo; and Professor Virgil Seaman.
In the WESTEC Manufacturing
Challenge, student teams choose,
design, build and present their
own project. According to the com-

The challenge was...
to produce a creative
product that could be
manufactured,... and
document the process
clearly

“

The team’s faculty advisor was Jai Hong, associate professor of Industrial
Technology. Also providing key help from the department
were Blake Cortis, staff technician,
graduate student and previous
WESTEC team captain; senior
Danley Dizon; alumnus Luis Acev-

mated manufacturing processes,
robots, vision systems, programmable controllers, computers,
material handling systems, or any
other manufacturing process may
be used individually or in any combination.”
The team gives a 10-minute presentation of the project’s details to
the judges, who may deduct points
if show-and-tell runs long. Up to 10
minutes of judges’ questions follows. The rules advise: “This will
allow each student team a total of
20 minutes to explain their project
to the judges. Use the time wisely.”

”

petition’s rules: “Any
type of
engineering principle, concept, or
process may be applied in the design and manufacturing of the project entry. Conventional or auto-

No problem. That would be second nature after manufacturing
“Kronos,” a Grand Champion
grandfather clock.

CSULA’S TOP-NOTCH TEAM

Photo courtesy CSULA ECST & ‘Spotlight’

2010 WESTEC Manufacturing Cha
llenge
Ian Eric van den Bosch,
Senior, Industrial Technology

Roman Kuchma,
Senior, Industrial Technology

(captain; project management, documentation)

(CAD design, graphic design)

Martin Aispuro,
Senior, Industrial Technology

John Morris,
Grad. student, Mechanical Eng.

(public relations, graphic design, photography)

(mechanics, quality control)

Mark Hirami,
Grad. Student, Industrial Technology

Felipe Ortiz,
Junior, Industrial Technology

(manufacturing expert, CAD/CAM design)

(design, fabrication)

Thomas Cisneros,
Senior, Industrial Technology,

Paul Katsumura,
Junior, Industrial Technology

(CAD/CAM operator, manufacturing expert)

(machinist, design)

Michael Frausto,
Grad. student, Industrial Technology

Steven Jimenez,
Senior, Industrial Technology

(machinist, documentation)

College of Engineering, Computer Science & Technology

(machinist, tool specialist)
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IMPACT LA Generates STEM Interests Among Children

Photo courtesy CSULA : Summer of 2010 IMPACT LA at CSULA students working on projects
By: CSULA - ‘SPOTLIGHT’

Powering up electromagnetic energy to create rotational motion
(with only a copper wire, D-Cell
battery, magnet, two paper clips
and a rubber band) was one of
many fun, educational science and
engineering activities coordinated
by this year’s group of IMPACT LA
Graduate Teaching Fellows.
The eight fellows—Mark Abbott,
Jessica Alvarenga, Oleg Gontar,
Victor Mejia, Omar Miranda, Phanit Pollavith, Ricardo Sanchez,
and Jose Zamalloa—organized a
two-day camp for more than 70 6th
through 8th graders from throughout the community. The summer
camp charges up the IMPACT LA
Fellows for the fall when they begin
developing hands-on lessons from
their research for the classrooms.

Selected as the third class of IMPACT LA Fellows, the graduate
students will serve as visiting scientists and engineers at Hollenbeck Middle School, Robert Louis
Stevenson Middle School and
Theodore Roosevelt High School,

towers, using ink chromatography
to solve a crime, and constructing
a mini Lifesavers candy car. The
children also had the opportunity
to demonstrate their creativity and
design skills in these two engineering team challenges—Mars Rover
Egg Drop Contest and the
Cardboard Boat Race.

...it’s important to let
kids see that you don’t
need to be Einstein to
make a difference...

“

partnering with the schools’ teachers to foster students’ interest and
fascination in science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM).

Other fellow-led activities for this
year’s camp included smoking hot
Cheetos, building popsicle stick

College of Engineering, Computer Science & Technology

“Having been a part of IMPACT LA this past year,”
said Electrical engineering
major Alvarenga, “I’ve really come to realize and appreciate the dedication of
our K-12 teachers. As a woman in
engineering, I’ve been able to see
just how important it is for girls to
have female role models in science and engineering fields and
for kids in general to get to be exposed to as much as possible.”

”
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Alvarenga added, “We as engineers have a lot to offer back to the
community, and having programs
like IMPACT LA at Cal State L.A. is
only one of the ways we can do so.
Creativity and dedication go a long
way in this field, and it’s important
to let kids see that you don’t need
to be Einstein to make a difference
in the world. The summer camp really gives kids a chance to explore
the various science and engineering fields in a fun way. I wish I had
an experience like that when I was
in school.”
And, mechanical engineering
major Miranda shared, “I had a

great experience at the summer
camp, and the kids seemed very
happy with the activities planned
for them. From my involvement in
the program, I hope to show the
students in my sixth grade class
that science/math and research is
fun and interesting; and hopefully
they’ll consider pursuing them as
they continue their education.”
Background: “IMPACT” stands for Improving Minority Partnerships and Access
through Computer/Information Science/
Engineering-related Teaching. Directed
by Nancy Warter-Perez, a Cal State L.A.
professor of electrical and computer engineering, the University’s IMPACT LA
program is funded by a five-year

$3 million grant from the National Science
Foundation. In its third year, the program
awards each fellow a $30,000 stipend,
along with $10,500 for fees, books and
travel, to conduct research and develop
classroom activities.
At the 2010 annual NSF Graduate STEM
Fellows in K12 Education Conference in
Washington, DC, the IMPACT LA program at Cal State L.A. garnered two honors. Out of 165 active NSF GK12 projects,
the CSULA project won the Best Annual
Report Award and received honorable
mention for the Best Project Website.
Designed by CSULA Professor Huiping
Guo and her student Ellen Chang Chien,
and maintained by IMPACT LA program
manager Alex Abramyan, the IMPACT LA
website- http://impactla.calstatela.edu.

THIRD CLASS OF IMPACT LA FELLOWS

Phanit Pollavith

• Computer Science major
• Roosevelt High School
• Partner teacher: Ms. Sanchez

Mark Abbott

• Electrical Eng. major
• Hollenbeck Middle Schl.
• Partner teacher: Mr. Reyes

• Research focus: Improving
efficiency of power generation
from vertical axis wind turbines

Photo courtesy CSULA: 2010 IMPACT LA Fellows at CSULA

Jessica Alvarenga

• Electrical Eng. major
• Roosevelt High School
• Partner teacher: Mr. Hernandez

• Research focus: Control algorithms
for a large segmented space telescope testbed
Oleg Gontar

• Biology major
• Hollenbeck Middle School
• Partner teachers: Mr. Semaan, Ms. Rosser

Victor Mejia

• Research focus: Development
of fragile watermarking schemes
that detect and localize illegal modifications for digital images/videos

• Research focus: Development of an
object-tracking algorithm for real-time
automated video analysis

• Biochemistry major
• Stevenson Middle School
• Partner teacher: Ms. Rojas

• Computer Science major
• Roosevelt High School
• Partner teacher: Mr. Trejo

• Research focus: Creation of software that uses protein structural data
to predict oxidation susceptibility

Omar Miranda

• Mechanical Eng. major
• Stevenson Middle School
• Partner teacher: Ms. Godoy

• Research focus: Working with ultra
violet lighting and its impact on grey
water, related to resource conservation

• Research focus: Effects of the jojoba oil diet on the reverse cholesterol
transport in New Zealand white rabbits
College of Engineering, Computer Science & Technology

Ricardo Sanchez

Jose Zamalloa

• biochemistry major
• Stevenson Middle School
• Partner teacher: Mr. Cerezo

• Research focus: Study of a cancer
prevention protein and better understanding of metal toxicology effect on
human proteins
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Stepping Into Industry

Working
in
multidisciplinary
teams—which Pham said regularly bring together students from
mechanical and electrical engineering—students are exposed
to several career fields and industries, including aerospace, telecommunications, biotechnology
and energy. Some of the leading
industry partners to sign up were
Northrop Grumman Aerospace
Systems, Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne, Sempra, Southern California
Edison, and the U.S. government.

Photo courtesy Jesus Yepiz: Mechanical engineering student Jeffrey Ko provides a human
scale for his senior design team’s spacecraft airbag landing system.
By: CSULA - ‘SPOTLIGHT’

In just the second year of the integrated industry capstone projects, three-member student teams
worked on 18 different projects—a
significant jump from the first year
that featured seven projects.

Seniors apply textbook, classroom knowledge to real-world
applications
Chances are you don’t exactly remember what you worked on in
your classes 20 years ago—even
five years ago. But, for more than
50 of this year’s graduating seniors in computer science, and
electrical and mechanical engineering, it might be a different story. Why?

“It’s such a great program,” said
Trinh Pham, a professor of me-

...actually saw our
project go from the
theoretical aspect to
the practical side...

“

Because, they spent their last
year in college devoted to such
projects as designing a stucco
wall stud detector for DirectTV;
building a thermal imaging machine for a ½ mile long particle
accelerator at the Los Alamos National Laboratory; and creating an
inflatable structure to aid in landing
a craft on Mars for Boeing.

”

chanical engineering, and the director of the program. “It compels
students to apply classroom and
textbook knowledge to these actual
engineering projects that are also beneficial and relevant to the companies.”

College of Engineering, Computer Science & Technology

“We actually saw our project go
from the theoretical aspect to
the practical side,” said electrical
engineering graduate Eduardo
Cabrera ’10, who was working
on harmonic filters for Southern
California Edison. “It felt as if our
knowledge of engineering, and in
our case electrical engineering,
was not just a lot of book information.”
Pham said that the University has
been fortunate to recruit not only
big name business partners, but
also in signing up a large number
of projects. Businesses that decide to sponsor a senior design
project cover the cost of the materials and pay a nominal fee that
goes to administrative costs and a
stipend for professors who advise
students through the process.
“CSULA is a unique University,
and the fact that we serve so many
underserved students gives us a
gold star,” Pham said. “In our case,
the impact on students is so obvi-

Transforming Dreams Into Reality
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ous it makes it easier for companies to make the argument to their
bosses.”
Since College Dean Keith MooYoung launched the program two
years ago, Pham said she has received a lot of positive feedback
from companies. Some, she said,
would be willing to fund even more
projects, but the University is limited by enrollment and faculty available to oversee the work.
In this upcoming year, they expect
to have about 18 projects again.
“I always feel proud of the students,” Pham said. “At the beginning they are never sure of what
they can accomplish, but by the
end they have done it and are confident in their abilities.”

Industry Project Highlights

Inflatable structure for the Mars lander / Client: Boeing

Based on feedback from Boeing on last year’s system, students redesigned,
fabricated and tested an inflatable structure that allows a Mars lander to safely
deliver an instrument payload to the surface of Mars.
According to team member Jesus Yepiz, “The objective is to protect the instrument payload when the inflatable structure enters Mars’ atmosphere, allowing
it flexibility to bounce and settle once it hits the ground. Once it lands safely,
the system eventually deflates and an inner ring inflates to expose the instrumentation that will measure and determine the pressure, temperature, and
amount of water vapor in Mars’ atmosphere.”

Stud detector for stucco walls / Client: DirectTV

Students designed a low-cost device that would allow a satellite dish installer
to non-invasively locate the position of wooden studs through common residential stucco walls.

Thermal imaging system for the LANSCE 1L target /
Client: Los Alamos National Laboratory

Working alongside a three-student team from Harvey Mudd College, students
were tasked with building a thermal imaging system that would determine the
location and power distribution of protons once they got to the end of a ½ mile
accelerator.

All seniors in the College of Engineering, Computer Science,
and Technology are required to
work on a “capstone” or senior
design project in the final year of
their degree program. In these
three departments, however, students have the choice of doing an
industry-related, a research, or a
competition project. At the end of
the year, all projects are displayed
during a senior design expo.

For more information, please contact Dr. T. Pham - tpham4@calstatela.edu

“I had so much fun enjoying the
fruits of my group’s labors on the
drop test day,” said mechanical
engineering graduate David Bogdanchik ’10, who worked on the
prototype airbag lander for Boeing. “It was exciting to see what we
built in action, and working. The
task had been met, and the product engineered!”

Photo courtesy CSULA ECST

High accuracy hydrogen dispensing system / Client: Sempra

The team developed a dispensing mechanism that will accurately dispense
hydrogen fuel within a 1.5 percent margin of error to hydrogen-fueled vehicles.

Automated residential wind turbine / Client: So. California Edison
Students created a prototype micro wind turbine generator for use in suburban
residential areas. The goal was to have a prototype that was low-cost, quiet
and aesthetically pleasing, and would generate enough renewable power for
the average Southern California household to operate.

College of Engineering, Computer Science & Technology
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The FRIENDS of
ENGINEERING, COMPUTER SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

INAUGURAL GREATER LOS ANGELES
ENGINEER OF THE YEAR AWARD GALA

Honoring
Dr. Steven Chu, U.S. Department of Energy
President’s Award
Mr. Alan J. Fohrer, Southern California Edison
Los Angeles Engineering Leadership Award
Dr. John Tracy, The Boeing Company
Los Angeles Designer of the Year and

The Greater Los Angeles Engineer of the Year
Mr. Emanuel Brady, Raytheon
Los Angeles Information Technologist of the Year
Mr. Alfred Mann, Entrepreneur
Los Angeles Technology Entrepreneur of the Year
Mrs. Intissar Durham, Los Angeles World Airports
Los Angeles Engineering Public Servant of the Year
Mr. Armando Ramirez, AECOM
Los Angeles Engineering Project of the Year

“Inspire, Support, Transform”

Secretary of Energy Steven Chu
Received ‘President’s Award’
By: CSULA - ECST

Physics Nobel Laureate Steven Chu, who is the 12th U.S. Secretary of Energy, was presented with the prestigious “President’s Award” at Cal State
L.A.’s Greater Los Angeles Engineer of the Year Awards Gala July 29, 2010.
The event was sponsored by The Friends of Engineering, Computer Science, and Technology at Cal State L.A.
With a motto to “Inspire, Support, Transform,” the Friends of ECST Gala
was a gathering to honor the successes and truly distinguished accomplishments of not just our great engineers but the great companies of Los Angeles and the innovative work they do here. Through the dedicated partnership of the state university, government (US Navy) and industry (including
Boeing, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon, Lexus, LA airports, etc.) as well as
diverse organizations such as Great Minds in STEM, we can leverage the
“networking” to create a new interactive dynamic which generates an extremely positive effect on the broad engineering education community and
raises funds for scholarships.
Prior to his appointment to the U.S. Department of Energy, Chu was a professor at UC Berkeley and director of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in additional to being a member of the Stanford University faculty,
where he advanced laser cooling techniques to include atomic interferometry and frequency standards.
An atomic physicist, Chu received the Nobel Prize for his pioneering use of
laser beams to slow atoms and molecules so that they could be trapped in a
small space. In 1999, he presented “Holding on to Atoms and Molecules With
Laser Light” at Cal State L.A.’s 16th Annual Leon Pape Memorial Lecture.
For details on the upcoming Los Angeles Engineer of the Year Award Gala
taking place August 4, 2011 contact: Lily Nguyen, director of strategic initiatives, at (323) 343-5604.
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